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The Economical Impacts of Free Zones:
The Estimation in terms of Trade Volume, Employment and

Foreign Capital of Free Zones in Turkey and Bursa Free Zone

Serbest Bölgelerin Ekonomik Etkileri:
Türkiye’deki Serbest Bölgelerin ve Bursa Serbest Bölgesinin Ticaret
Hacmi, İstihdam ve Yabancı Sermaye Açısından Değerlendirilmesi

Özet:
SB’lerin kurulmasında üç temel amaç önem arz etmektedir. Bunlar; ihracatı artırmak, istihdam yaratmak ve ya-
bancı sermaye çekmektir. Bu çerçevede çalışmada, öncelikle 1988–2007 dönemi için Türkiye’deki SB’ler daha sonra
2001–2007 dönemi için BUSEB, uluslararası mal ticareti, istihdam ve yabancı kullanıcılar açısından değerlendi-
rilmiştir. Türkiye’deki SB’lerde toplam ticaret hacmi ve istihdam edilen kişi sayısı giderek artmıştır. Ancak, yabancı
ruhsat sahibi sayısında bir artış yaşanmasına rağmen bu artışın 2004 yılından sonra hızını kaybettiği görülmüş-
tür. Diğer taraftan, 2001 yılında ticari faaliyetlerine başlayan BUSEB’in ise, özellikle uluslararası mal ticareti ve
istihdam açısından Türkiye’ye olumlu yansımalarının olduğu ve bölgesel kalkınmaya katkı sağladığı görülmüştür.
BUSEB için de yabancı sermaye çekilmesine yönelik çabaların artırılması gerektiği ortaya koyulmuştur.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Serbest Bölge, Türkiye’deki Serbest Bölgeler, Bursa Serbest Bölgesi, Serbest Bölgelerin Eko-
nomik Etkileri, Serbest Bölgelerde Ticaret Hacmi, İstihdam ve Yabancı Sermaye

Abstract:

Three main aims have been important on establishing FZ. Those are; increasing exportation, creating employment
and having foreign capital. In this context of that work, beginning with for the 1988-2007 period, FZs in Turkey,
afterwards for the 2001-2007 period, BUSEB, have been evaluated in terms of international trade in goods, em-
ployment and foreign users. On the FZs in Turkey, total trade volume and number of employed persons have been
increased gradually. However, even thought there had been an increase on the number of foreign license holders,
this increase had started to slow down after 2004. On the other hand, BUSEB, started to have commercial activi-
ties on 2001, had positive reflections to Turkey in terms of international trade in goods and employment, and had
contributions to regional development. Also for BUSEB, the needs for increasing the attempt towards having fo-
reign capital have been presented. 

Key Words: Free Zone, Free Zones in Turkey, Free Zone of Bursa, Economical Impacts of Free Zones, Trading
Volume in Free Zones, Employment and Foreign Capital 
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1. Introduction

At the end of the 20th century, the world
witnessed a series of changes that would
have very rapid and long term impacts on
the world economy. Tendencies which have
drawn attention amongst these changes that
gained momentum in 1980s in particular are
elimination of protectionism, expansion of
the movement of goods and services among
countries and acceleration of capital circula-
tion and expansion in its volume.     

However, due to the competitive nature of
the globalisation, barriers imposed on the in-
ternational trade and capital movements
have been lifted and international agree-
ments have been concluded to this end on
the one hand, on the other hand economic
cooperation activities carried out among
only certain countries and regional integra-
tion movements have accelerated.  

Each free zone included in these integration
movements is accepted as a foreign country
where customs legislation of the country to
which it pertains to is not applicable when
foreign goods enter the said country. Vari-
ous intermediate goods and final goods are
imported on a duty-free basis to a free zone
to be later traded to the host country or other
countries.  

Generally, every kind of storing, displaying,
manufacturing, assembling, disassembling,
testing and packaging activities can be con-
ducted in free zones. As they are very diffe-
rent from one another in terms of their
structures and functions, it is very difficult
to gather free zones under a single defini-
tion. Duty-free zones, free economic zones,
industrial free zones, free trade zones, free
processing zones, free export zones, export
free zones, export processing zones, invest-
ment promotion zones, free ports, free ban-
king zones or off-shore banking, free
insurance zones, free enterprise zones, free
gambling zones and free medical zones are
free zones which are all products of the same
idea and thus very similar to one another;
but differ from each other in terms of the

scope of activities carried out within them
(Çetiner, 2006: 96).   

Though free zones have a long history, it is
since 1970s that they have started to play an
important role in the world trade and appear
in the economy literature. In the literature of
economy, it is acknowledged that free zones
in developing countries have been establis-
hed for several motivations such as to in-
crease foreign capital investments and
foreign trade, contribute to local producers’
international competitive force by helping
them obtain input from the price in the
world markets, enhancing trade by promo-
ting flourishing of export oriented indus-
tries, augment foreign currency inflow,
extend support to solve the employment
problem by creating new job opportunities,
improve economic standards by bringing
advanced production and management
techniques to the country     (Dabaou, 1999:
18).

The main objective of this study based on the
significant role that free zones play in their
countries’ economic structures is to evaluate
Bursa Free Zone (BUSEB) in economic terms
and identify factors acting on its perfor-
mance. In this way, this study is thought to
provide consistency and efficiency while bu-
ilding up policies concerning Bursa Free
Zone. To this end, this study first introduces
general information on free zones and their
macroeconomic effects, then makes a gene-
ral assessment of free zones in Turkey and
analyzes BUSEB in terms of trade in goods,
employment and foreign investments. A si-
milar analysis can not be conducted for trade
in services as necessary data regarding free
zones in Turkey are not available. 

2. Evolution of Free Zones in the World

Economy 

Free zones have emerged after countries
started to impose customs tax on commer-
cial goods belonging to foreign countries
that is to introduce various restrictions on fo-
reign trade and lift these restrictions for cer-
tain countries or people. Practices observed
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at busy ports in inland seas such as Mediter-
ranean in the Antiquity in particular are si-
milar to Free Port practices. Excessive
restrictions that countries have introduced
in foreign trade in the New Era as a result of
the dominant economic view –Mercantilism
have intensified the significance of Free
Ports and Free Trade Zones in order to run
commercial relations. For such reasons, va-
rious liberties/freedoms have been introdu-
ced to Europe at some important ports from
the Far East (Thoman, 1956: 14).

Having brought about similar consequences
to those of Mercantilism, the Great Depres-
sion experienced in 1930s inclined countries
to increase foreign trade restrictions once
more. As a result, similar to formations in
the New Era, the Unites States started to es-
tablish Foreign Trade Zones in 1934 to sus-
tain foreign trade and other developed
countries began to come up with similar
practices.   

Shannon Free Zone founded in Ireland in
1958 with a view to enhancing export bro-
ught forth the phenomenon of Free Proces-
sing Zone in addition to Free Trade Zone.
Innovation that this practice with the main
features of Free Trade Zones introduced was
freedom’s covering the manufacturing pro-
cess. Together with such practices’ being
transferred to Free Processing Zones from
Free Trade Zones after 1960s, free zones that
did not draw economists’ attention then
started to constitute an important source of
attraction. It could be argued that the in-
crease observed in the number and density
of Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) from de-
veloped countries towards developing co-
untries and economists’ discussions
regarding developing countries’ making
choice between import substitution oriented
development and export oriented develop-
ment played a part in emanation of this in-
formation (Öztürk, 1998: 41).

In 1980s, one of the changes that attracted
the greatest attention among numerous
changes having taken place in the world eco-
nomy was the significant rise recorded in the

number of free zones in developing coun-
tries. Free zones’ inspiring achievements in
the Far East in the first years (Hong Kong,
Singapore, Taiwan, South Korea and Peop-
le’s Republic of China) naturally generated
other developing countries interest in free
zones. This interest translated in the number
of free zones established in the course of
time. That is, 344 free zone and similar prac-
tices in 72 countries in 1980 effectuated app-
roximately 8% of the world trade in these
regions. In 1985, on the other hand, about
400 free zone and similar practices mostly in
developing countries realized approxima-
tely 20% of the world trade (Grubel, 1982:
41). 500 in 1990s and more than 880 nowa-
days, increase in the number of free zones
continues and developing countries are crea-
ting or planning to create new free zones
(http://www.ufukcizgisi.org Date of access:
30.07.2008).

As a result, two important developments
have been effective on Free Zones for star-
ting to have a bigger share rapidly on the
World economy. First of those developments
is that most of the Developing Countries’
turning to development strategy towards ex-
portation as a result of failure of the deve-
lopment strategy based on
import-replacement, which had been started
to be applied after 1930’s. Especially on the
development struggles on Far East Coun-
tries, The Free Zones have been seen as the
complementary of this transformation pe-
riod (Douglas, 1970: 120). The second deve-
lopment is that the entrepreneurs of the
Developed Countries had started to look for
production places to give permission for cost
minimization and high degree entreprene-
urship flexibility by distributing their pro-
duction processes worldwide on the
competition increased in the world markets
on 1970s and the fast technology change pro-
cess. In this context, Free Zones have been
seen by Multi National Companies (MNS) as
areas connecting the technology creating
comparative superiority of Developed Co-
untries and inventions connected with this,
and the low incomes constituting compara-
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tive superiority of Developing Countries
(Ahrens and Meyer-Baudeck, 1995: 89). 

Even thought the future of Free Zones which
are increasing rapidly, depends on lots of de-
terminants, it has been known that it will be
depend on commercial deregulations in
terms of GATT. In a world where the custom
tariffs are being decreased, even lifted, it has
been thought that the attractions of the app-
lications like Free Zone can also be decrea-
sed, and the future of those regions in terms
of countries will be dependent on factors
such as the development of the country, re-
moving of wage differentials, removing quo-
tas in one way, the arrival of leaders
opposite to foreign capital in homeland co-
untries (Öztürk, 1998: 46).       

3. Theoretical Framework on Economic

Effects of Free Zones

On the last 30 – 40 years, academic works on
economy literature about Free Zones that
had started to have an important role in
world trade, have been prevailed very little.
Due to limited data, the models used in
those studies that exist very little, usually
discussed Free Zones on the global basis.
The Free Zones have been examined in
terms of developments towards exportation
and the foreign capital which invests on
these regions or their impacts on employ-
ment, especially with the developmental ef-
forts of Developing Countries. From this
point of development in the literature, im-
portant models developed by Free Zones
have been collected in two titles. 

3.1. Probable Prosperity Impacts of Free
Zones on Foreign Trade and Foreign Capital

The first study made with the purpose of
analyzing the economical impacts of Free
Zones in order to have foreign capital which
have an important place among the founda-
tion purposes of Free Zones, belongs to Ha-
mada (1974). Hamada (1974) has been
expressed that establishing a Free Zone
when there is the protection of the produc-
tion in the homeland country of the inten-
sive goods with the fares will not effect the

prosperity in case of full employment. As a
reason for this, it has been shown that the fo-
reign capital that makes investment on Free
Zones will not certainly increase the con-
sumption opportunities of Developing Co-
untries. (Hamada, 1974: 225-241). 

After this study based on the assumption of
the full employment of work force, Rodri-
guez (1976) has pointed out that the trade
form in the final balance will be the same
with the free trade form, when there is the
factor mobility between Free Zone and ho-
meland country, and expressed that the big-
gest part of the trade will be made by Free
Zone (Rodriguez, 1976: 385-388).   

Hamilton and Svensson (1982), on the other
hand, have been analyzed the results of es-
tablishing a Free Zone in terms of produc-
tion, consumption and prosperity, with
taking into account the different protection
types. According to Hamilton and Svensson
(1982), after the foundation of Free Zonei as
a result of foreign capital preferring Free
Zone instead of homeland country, more ne-
gative effects can be developed on prospe-
rity (Hamilton and Svensson, 1982: 45-64). 

Similar to the studies of Hamilton and Se-
vensson (1982), Hamada (1974) where con-
sider the external effects of change in foreign
capitals in Free Zone, Young (1987) has been
examined the results of Free Zone applicati-
ons under the assumption that good and fac-
tor prices are stable. In his work, Young
(1987) had mentioned that by removing fares
on foreign purchase of half products used in
the region, the losses of fare earnings from
homeland country’s imported half products
may decrease the country’s national income
and prosperity (Young, 1987: 369-384).  

On the Free Zone model in the study of Mi-
yagiwa (1986), it has been indicated that Free
Zone’s comparative factor population, eco-
nomical growth and foreign capital have a
critical role on determining the way of pros-
perity changes on the country where Free
Zone had been established. At the same
study, Miyagiwa (1986) had developed an
alternative Free Zone Model, and remarked
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that this kind of regions have been establis-
hed especially for encouraging exportation
(Miyagiwa, 1986: 337-350).

After pointing out to subventions of the go-
vernment’s exportation, Miyagiwa (1986)
has seen that for various purposes, lots of
privileges have been created in time on Free
Zones and that various activities take place
more in limited areas, and as a result of this,
the notion “free” had started to contain new
meanings like making exception from some
state interventions other than customs
exemption. 

These incentive policies implemented besi-
des customs exemption can be listed as tax
exemption, subsidies, exclusion from vari-
ous legal practices and administrative facili-
ties. Free zones’ privileged nature furnished
with the afore mentioned encouraging poli-
cies in developing countries is also pretty
attractive for Multi-National Companies in-
vesting in those zones (Rondinelli, 1987: 98).
In addition to the said incentive policies, a
free zone’s success in attracting foreign in-
vestments depends on the type and duration
of the foreign investment, geographical lo-
cation, market size of the host country and
the production type to be applied in a given
free zone (Rolfe and others., 1993: 335). Ho-
wever, it is stated that such encouraging ele-
ments can be significant factors not in
foreign companies’ deciding to make FDI in
a country (or free zone), but rather in co-
untry and location selection of foreign com-
panies that have already decided to make
FDI (Öztürk, 1998: 11).

After lots of experimental studies made on
Free Zone, A. Basile and D. Germidis have
proposed that a successful Free Zone’s life
period will be of four phases. In the first
phase which is called ‘Founding Phase’, zo-
ne’s infrastructure and organization are es-
tablished and a considerable level of foreign
capital starts to inflow to the zone. In the
“Expansion Phase” –the second phase –
while the increase rate of foreign capital in-
vestments decreases, the number of foreign
companies absolutely increases and the zone
reaches the zenith in terms of occupancy

rate. In the third phase which is the “Matu-
rity Phase”, the increase rate of foreign in-
vestment declines but big companies start to
replace smaller ones and the zone’s export
slowly augments. Following this stage at
which the zone’s connections with the host
country improve, national investors start to
take over foreign investors and the zone pas-
ses to the domestic capital in the fourth
phase – “Localization Phase” (İlkin and Te-
keli, 1987: 28).

Apart from those studies that create a basis
on Free Zone’s probable impacts on prospe-
rity, also studies concerning the success of
FZ on increasing the prosperity, the degree
of openness of homeland countries, the disp-
lay of FZ to hidden compared superiority
and the probability that it depends on in-
creasing the net currency incomes had been
made. 

Among those studies, İlkin and Tekeli (1987)
had declared that as a result of abolishing
the general custom rules completely or
partly, those countries which cannot use
their secret comparative superiorities due to
high protection walls will have opportuni-
ties to show their real superiorities (İlkin and
Tekeli, 1987: 13–14). Additionally, the host
country’s export is enhanced by increasing
and diversifying production of the manu-
facturing country and/or export. This reve-
nue that the host country would reap from
free zone may vary according to the signifi-
cance level of the foreign sector within the
national economy. Significance of the fore-
ign sector can be measured via the related
economy’s level of being open to the foreign
world where this level is estimated by mea-
suring the share of the trade within its gross
domestic product. The higher the proportion
of trade to gross domestic product is in a
given country, the more the country is open
to foreign economies. The higher the level of
openness in a country, the higher the reve-
nue to be generated from a free zone (Bhat-
tacharya and B. Bhattacharya, 2007: 519). 

On the other hand, the host country can be
provided with the opportunity to augment
its net foreign exchange income by offering
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facilitating opportunities to other countries’
companies for their trade with third coun-
tries. However, foundation of free zones
should be a temporary solution in transition
process to export oriented industrialization
(Kibritçioğlu, 1997a: 42). Free zones, as they
are, can set example to the “infant industry
argument”. 

3.2. Probable Prosperity Effects of Free
Zones on Employment 

Other than increasing foreign sell and ha-
ving foreign capital, one other purpose of es-
tablishing Free Zones is that increasing the
employment. From the point of having
mostly unemployment on the homeland co-
untry, Young and Miyagiwa (1987) have
been examined the impacts of Free Zone ob
employment after it had been established. In
this study, the unemployment dimensions
have been considered by examining migra-
tion from village to city as a result of new job

opportunities that will be created at Free
Zone and in its close environment. As a re-
sult, in a homeland country where there was
Harris-Todaro type unemployment, remo-
ving the fares on half products does not cer-
tainly make fare earnings from the rest of the
products importing to the rest of the country
worse, additionally, decreases the natural
losses which were originated by unemploy-
ment. For this reason, it has been expressed
by the researchers that establishing a Free
Zone can be a good “second best” policy
where there is Harris-Todaro type unem-
ployment (Young and Miyagiwa, 1987: 397-
405). 

 However, in the study where the results of
Young and Miyagiwa (1987) model had
been extended with the assumptions that the
domestic capital is also active among the sec-
tors and the supply curve is with positive
grade, Chaudhuri and Adhikari (1993) have
been emphasized that establishing Free
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Zone may cause a loss on contrast and na-
tional prosperity (Chaudhuri and Adhikari,
1993: 157-162).

From this point of discussion, in another
study made by Miyagiwa on 1993, whether
Free Zone should be established in a rural or
in an urban place had been emphasized. Mi-
yagiwa (1993) had a conclusion that in si-
tuations where the domestic capital is fully
active, rural establishment area should be
preferred more than urban area. However, it
has also been declared that this result will be
changed in case the capital will be a charac-
teristic of the sector (Miyagiwa, 1993: 187-
203).

In regards to the employment issue, though
free zones do not bring complete solution to
the unemployment problem of their host co-
untries, it is possible to consider them suc-
cessful as they dissolve a certain rate of
unemployment with the labour potential
they offer. A small-scale free zone may not
be providing this solution. However, contri-
bution of a multi-functional free zone to this
issue may be irrefutable. To this end, the
host country should take preventive measu-
res against labour force transfer out of the
country.          

Consequently, analysis framework laid in
Table 1 is referred to see what all these ef-
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Table 1
Analysis Framework for a Free Zone’s Expected Economic Effects within the Host Country 

Source: Kibritçioğlu, A. (1997b), “Serbest Bölgelerin Olası Makroekonomik Etkileri ve Olası Düşündürdükleri”
(“Possible Macroeconomic Effects of a Free Zone and Possible Thoughts”), Liberal Düşünce Dergisi (Liberal
Thought Perodical), Spring 1997, No: 6: 82.
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fects can be. In this framework where FZ
represents free zone, HC host country and
FC reciprocal goods, service, capital, labour
force, technology and factor income move-
ments among these three regions are analy-
zed separately. This analysis is thought to be
beneficial to see a free zone’s effects on the
economic level of the host country (Kibritçi-
oğlu, 1997b: 81–82–83). 

4. Economic Effects of Free Zones in

Turkey 

Many FZ attempts initiated at the end of
1920s in Turkey failed. The phenomenon of
FZ could start to be implemented effectively
after decisions dated 24 January 1980 by
which Turkey started to pursue export ori-

ented policies. Free zones were established
in Turkey’s different corners such as   Mer-
sin, Antalya, İstanbul and Trabzon. In addi-
tion to FZs founded in coastal provinces,
together with FZs established in relatively
underdeveloped regions such as Erzurum
and Mardin, the number of FZs in 1990s ra-
pidly escalated and has amounted to over 20
nowadays (DTM-SBGM, 2007: 1).

As mentioned before, a free zone exerts va-
rious effects on its host country’s economy
whether they are direct or indirect, short or
long term, negative or positive. In order to
see these effects on a given host country at a
macro level, reciprocal goods, service, capi-
tal, labour force, technology and factor in-
come movements among these three regions

Table 2
Annual Trade Volumes of FZs in Turkey and Direction of Trade (1000 USD Dollar) 

Source: DTM SBGM, Report on Turkey’s Free Zones, 2008, Ankara
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should be analyzed separately (Kibritçioğlu,
1997b: 83).

4.1. Assessment of FZs in Turkey in terms of
their Trade Volumes 

Table 2 presents goods movements amongst
the said three regions between 1988 and
2007. In this period, total trade volume of
FZs in Turkey is observed to increase year
by year except for 2001 struck by an econo-
mic crisis.  In trade volume reaching
173.606.031, free zones’ export to Turkey
was recorded to be higher than import from
Turkey [(D)/(A)] and this gap gradually wi-
dened from 1996 in particular when the Cus-
toms Union (CU) Agreement was put into
effect until 2001. On the other hand,   FZs ex-
port to FCs realized at a lower level than im-
port from FCs [(B)/(E)] and this gap
widened again between 1996 and 2001. Due
to bigger share of EU countries in our fore-
ign trade, these developments make think
that the CU Agreement has reducing effect
in FZs’ attraction in Turkey.  

However, according to Kibritçioğlu (1997b),
the below stated rate should be employed in
order to see whether net values of monetary
movements regarding trade in goods are in
favour of or against Turkey as a whole. 

(A + B – C) / (D + E – F)

Below are explanations;

A: HC’s export to FZ 

B: FZ’s Export to FC,

C: FZ’s Re-export to HC, 

D: FZ’s Export to HC, 

E: FC’s Export to FZ, 

F: FZ’s Re-export to FC. 

If the said rate is less than 1 under the as-
sumption of C = 0 and F = 0, it can be put
that FZs have negative effects on a given HC
in terms of trade in goods (Kibritçioğlu,
1997b: 84).

According to calculations in Table 2 regar-
ding (A + B – C) / (D + E – F) rate, total ex-
port within the indicated period is higher

than the total import.  However, Turkey’s
share in FZ’s export and FCs’ share in im-
port are higher ([(D)+(B)] / [(A)+(E)]).
Thus, according to the analysis framework
in Table 1, between 1988 and 2007, FZs in
Turkey are net exporter in trade in goods ef-
fectuated mutually with Turkey (A1) and
net importer in trade in goods realized with
foreign countries (B1) ([(A)+(B)] /
[(D)+(E)]). This situation can be regarded as
an indicator of the fact that free zones’ main
function as foreign Exchange generator is
not completely applicable for FZs in Turkey
and FZs remain insufficient in export based
development efforts.  

Finally, it can be said that FZs in Tur-
key do not re-export to Turkey or Foreign
Countries , that is does not provide positive
contribution to Turkey in terms of interna-
tional trade in goods under the assumption
C = 0 and F = 0. However, this assessment in
the study could only be realized in term of
trade in goods. A similar analysis can not be
conducted for trade in services as necessary
data regarding free zones in Turkey are not
available.   

4.2. Assessment of FZs in Turkey in terms of
Employment and Foreign Capital 

According to Table 3 displaying employ-
ment and foreign user figures in FZs in Tur-
key, the number of people employed in FZ
in our country has gradually augmented. It
is also known that employees are rather em-
ployed from the HC (DTM SBGM, 1996: 3).
Local labour force’s employment in a FZ na-
turally translates into the reduction of the
unemployment present in HC at the begin-
ning. However, the higher the number of
employees transferred from a FC in a given
FZ, the lesser the contribution to the unem-
ployment problem. On the other hand, fore-
ign employees’ expenses in the HC have
positive outcomes on local economy.

Contrary to what is expected, it is stated that
the rural-urban population in the HC where
the FZ is located increases and this may furt-
her aggravate the unemployment problem
in urban areas. For, there sometimes exists a
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dual structure in some countries that is des-
pite fewer job opportunities in the manufac-
turing industry, high wages are paid on the
one hand, and on the other hand wages in
the agricultural sector remain low compared
to those of the manufacturing sector. Howe-
ver, establishment of a FZ seems to be “the
second best policy” for an economy where
unemployment already reigns over (Young
and Managua, 1987: 397–405).

Another important objective of the estab-
lishment of a FZ is to attract foreign capital
to the FZ. Since existing data in Turkey are
followed as the number of license holders
active in FZs, this study includes the num-
ber of license holders of foreign origin and
this is expected to give an idea on foreign in-
vestments made in FZs in Turkey.  

Accordingly, it can be said that there occur-
red an increase in the number of foreign li-
cense holders between 1998 and 2007;
however this increase has lost momentum
after 2004. It is clearly observed that Articles
8 and 9 attached to the Promotion Law num-
bered 5084 limiting the tax exception in FZs
have resulted in investor loss in FZs after
2004 as a result of limitations it put on both
advantages of free zones and agreements of
licensed companies in these zones. Further-

more, according to the Under secretariat
of Foreign Trade’s Report on Turkey’s
Free Zones, within the above mentioned
period, the number of foreign users re-
mained relatively low compared to that of
domestic users. In this respect, it is tho-
ught that FZs in Turkey are not success-
ful in attracting foreign capital.

As is known, significance of foreign capi-
tals grows stronger together with the
transfer of more advanced technologies
than those in the HC. Technology trans-
fer is the process of providing the host co-
untry with new technologies together
with the foreign capital transfer in pro-
duction oriented free zones. What is im-
portant in this point is technology’s
contribution to progress in knowledge le-
vels of entrepreneurs, engineers and em-
ployees. New technologies also prevent

the employment of unskilled workers. Ho-
wever, in practice, it is observed that labor-
intensive goods production will not generate
the expected progress from the technology
transfer (Orhan, 2003: 123–124).

5. Bursa Free Zone 

Bursa Free Zone (BUSEB) was founded in
1998 under the leadership of Chamber of In-
dustry and Commerce of Bursa, with the
partnership of Industrialists and Business-
men of Bursa and as Bursa Serbest Bölge Ku-
rucu ve İşletici A.Ş (BUSEB A.Ş.). Starting its
commercial activities in May 2001 aims at gi-
ving momentum to Bursa’s foreign trade
and rendering it more competitive.  Estab-
lished completely according to the Industrial
Zone plan, BUSEB started to operate with an
investment of 25 million dollars and on a
land covering 825 thousand metre squares.
Factors having been effective in the selection
of location were its closeness to ports, the
main road and Bursa –an industrial giant
(BUSEB A.Ş., 2008: 1). 

In this study, economic effects of Bursa Free
Zone will be evaluated within the frame-
work of net values of monetary flows regar-
ding trade in goods, employment and
foreign investment changes.  

Table 3
Employment and Foreign Users in FZs in Turkey

Source: DTM SBGM, Report on Turkey’s Free Zones,
2008, Ankara



5.1. Assessment of BUSEB in terms of Trade
Volumes 

It is concluded from Table 4 that while no
significant rises have been observed in the
total trade volume of BUSEB which started
its commercial activities in 2001, in a similar
way to other FZs in Turkey, BUSEB’s export
to Turkey has been at a higher level than its
import from Turkey ((D) / (A)) however its
export to FCs has been lower than its import
from FCs ((B) / E)).  

As is in other FZs in Turkey, total export in
BUSEB is higher than total import ([(D)+(B)]
/ [(A)+(E)]). However, according to the
analysis framework in Table 1, it is observed
that BUSEB, in  a different way, has become
to be importer (A1)  in its trade with the host
country Turkey since 2006 in particular and
exporter in its trade with foreign countries
(B1) ([(A)+(B)] / [(D)+(E)]).

Consequently, within the period between
2001 and 2008, BUSEB has augmented its im-
port share in its trade with Turkey and dec-
reased its import share from foreign
countries. In fact, under the assumption of C
= 0 and F=0, calculations belonging to 2007
and 2008 in the last column of Table 4 regar-
ding (A + B – C) / (D + E – F) rate equal to
higher than 1. Considering the issue from
the perspective of Turkey, it can be put that

monetary movements regarding trade in
goods have started to provide positive con-
tributions to Turkey in terms of internatio-
nal trade in goods and support regional
development. 

5.2. Assessment of BUSEB in terms of 
Employment and Foreign Capital

Considering that BUSEB started to operate
in 2001, statistics regarding employments
have started to be kept since 2004 as the re-
levant employment rate was low before.
Within the same period, the number of fore-
ign users in the zone amounted to 20 from
13; however this increase was regarded to be
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Table 5
Employment and Foreign Users in

BUSEB

*Not included in statistics.
Source: Bursa Free Zone Directorate, 2008

Table 4
BUSEB’s Annual Trade Volumes and Direction of Trade (1000 USD Dollar) 

*Until the end of April
Source: Bursa Free Zone Directorate, 2008
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relatively low in terms of foreign capital att-
raction to the FZ.  

6. Conclusion 

Free zones have started to play an important
role in the world trade since 1970s and ap-
pear in the literature of economy. FZ practi-
ces are growing more and more in the
globalization process and becoming more
important as they generate various macroe-
conomic effects for developing countries in
particular. 

Though motivations behind FZs vary from
one country to another, three points stand
out in the establishment of Fzs. These are to
enhance export, create employment and att-
ract foreign capital. In this framework, first
Turkey’s FZs have been analyzed for the pe-
riod between 1988 and 2007 and then BUSEB
for the period between 2001 and 2007 in
terms of international trade in goods, em-
ployment and foreign users. 

Free zones’ total trade volumes in Turkey
have continuously increased except for 2001
hit by an economic crisis. However, it is ob-
served that Turkey has a greater share in
FZs’ export while FCs have bigger part in
FZs’ import. Therefore, Turkey has been net
exporter (A1) in its reciprocal trade in goods
with Turkey between 1988 and 2007 and net
importer (B1) in its trade in goods with fore-
ign countries.  This situation has been consi-
dered as an indicator of the fact that free
zones’ functions as foreign currency genera-
tor are not very much applicable in Turkey,
they remain insufficient in export oriented
development efforts and do not provide po-
sitive contributions to Turkey in terms of in-
ternational trade in goods. 

On the other hand, the number of people
employed in FZs increased in the same pe-
riod and employees were employed from
rather the HC. However, though, there was
a rise in the number of foreign license hol-
ders, this rise was observed to lose momen-
tum after 2004. In addition, the number of
foreign users remained low compared to
that of domestic users. It has been noted that

FZs in Turkey can not be regarded success-
ful in attracting foreign capital.  

Having started its commercial activities in
2001, BUSEB – in a similar way with other
FZs- has been observed to have higher levels
in its export to Turkey than its import and
lower levels in its export to FCs than import.   

However, this structure continued until 2007
and though no significant rises have been re-
corded in its total trade volume, BUSEB has
increased its import share in its trade with
Turkey and decreased its import share in its
trade with foreign countries. After 2006 in
particular, BUSEB has been seen to be im-
porter in its trade with Turkey and importer
in its trade with foreign countries. Thus, it
can be put that monetary movements regar-
ding trade in goods have started to provide
positive contributions to Turkey in terms of
international trade in goods and support re-
gional development. There was an increase
in BUSEB’s employment number as well.
However, the rise in the number of foreign
users remained relatively low. This situation
proved that efforts should be intensified to
attract foreign capital both to BUSEB and
other FZs in Turkey.  

Amendments made to the Promotion Law
numbered 5084 played important role in BU-
SEB’s failure to attract foreign investors. To-
gether with this change, the tax legislation
started to be implemented in free zones and
full and limited taxpayers’ revenue and cor-
porate tax exemptions came to an end in
FZs.  Thus, in addition to political ad econo-
mic stability in the country, advantages of-
fered to the foreign capital should be
satisfactory. 

Consequently, it should be kept in mind that
successful evolution of a larger-scale FZ de-
pends on its ability and flexibility to react to
changing conditions, provide solutions to
new problems to arise with the development
of the zone, make adjustments to the zone’s
industrial structure and develop effective as-
sessment in general. 
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